Does Context Matter for Value Co-Creation in Smart Learning Services?
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Abstract. Smart learning services offer customized learning solutions by systematically considering the context of the learner. However, it is still unclear how the value co-creation within smart learnings is affected by context considerations. Therefore, it is important to understand how the context can influence the value co-creation potential in smart learning services. To investigate how context shapes value co-creation smart learning services, we first conduct a systematic literature review to investigate context factors within learning processes. Afterwards, we develop a conceptual model to explain how context in smart learning systems can be used to enhance the co-creation potential in learning processes. Overall, we provide a better understanding of context considerations in service systems as a theoretical contribution of our conceptual investigation. Finally, we provide practical implications for educational service providers for designing smart learning services under the specific consideration of different contexts.
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1 Introduction

With the increasing spread of information and communication technologies, smart learning services that rely on smart devices drive profound changes in value co-creation [1]. These smart devices are often used for service provision [2], such as providing trainings in different contexts [3]. Smart devices use input from learners and contextual information to provide assistance by guiding the learner through the learning process [4, 5]. The aim of this assistance is to enhance the collaboration between learners and the overall learning system to enhance learning outcomes such as more knowledge acquisition. Hence, smart devices can offer entirely new ways of engaging learners. Through innovative interaction possibilities, value can be co-created between organizations and learners, for example, by giving the possibility to design flexible learning processes that can adapt to the individual needs of the learners. This enables the learners to self-organize their learning process efficiently [6], especially in the domain of vocational trainings [3].

However, while more and more companies are relying on smart devices for the provision of their trainings, neither research nor practice have a clear understanding of
how the nature of these systems shapes value co-creation processes. From a learning theory perspective, learners in vocational training situations often struggle with their learning process because existing learning opportunities do not tailor to the learners’ needs [7]. In this light, addressing learning opportunities that are adapted to these needs in a targeted way can help to overcome these problems. The targeted address of learning opportunities is possible through the consideration of context factors in the learning process [5]. However, to describe the co-creation potential in learning systems, we need to understand how context can influence the learning process. Considering contextual factors such as adapting learning content to the skill level of learners provides challenging but not frustrating learning processes, therefore leading to an increased value of the learning system. In consequence, we assume that smart learning systems require a deeper understanding of the application field, based on the context and learning process information that enable the design of individualized and adaptive learning systems.

Our paper addresses these challenges by developing a conceptual framework for value co-creation within smart learning services based on the capabilities of smart, connected products [8]. Thereby, we aim to understand learning initiatives in multiple contexts from a service system theory perspective, which helps us to explain what value smart products in context-adaptive learning systems can have. In our study, we first identify context factors in learning processes by conducting a systematic literature review following the assumptions given by Webster and Watson [9] and Vom Brocke et al. [10]. As Zheng and Yano [11] mentioned, the number of possible context factors can be high. Therefore, we want to reduce the set of context factors to the most important ones for the vocational learning process. In the second step, we want to develop a conceptual model that helps us to explain how the context in smart learning systems can be used to enhance the co-creation potential of the process. Thereby, we explain how smart products can improve this interaction and enable the inclusion of several context factors that cannot be captured by conventional systems [12]. Following our goal, we aim to answer the following research question (RQ):

RQ: How do context factors influence the value co-creation process in smart learning?

Our results contribute to theory by providing a structure to classify contextual factors within learning processes. Moreover, we can show which context factors are important for smart learning services. Building on this, we design a conceptual model to explain how the recognition of context helps to create value within smart learning systems and how the consideration of context factors can enhance the peer-creation potential in smart learning service systems.

2 Value Co-Creation in Smart Learning Services and Context

Smart learning services can be considered as a subset of technology-mediated learning (TML) that tries to integrate synchronous (i.e., face-to-face) and asynchronous (i.e., technology-based) learning approaches [6, 13]. In contrast to typical TML approaches, however, smart learning services are conceptualized through the integral component of
smart products. These smart products offer the possibility to connect the digital world with the physical world and therefore enable capturing individual context data about the user of the product. By using sensors, smart products, such as smartphones or smart personal assistants like Amazon’s Echo devices, can obtain contextual data, can communicate with other products and actors and thus enable completely new possibilities in the design of services [8, 14]. As such, these smart learning systems can enable learners to learn in the real world with support from the digital world [15].

These approaches should help learners to organize their learning process independently. In particular, the interaction between several learners and a teacher is an important prerequisite for a successful learning process [16]. This interaction involves the exchange of learning content and knowledge about possible learning paths that fit the learners’ personal learning process. Thereby, it enables new knowledge for each of the actors, such as new process knowledge for the learner or new pedagogical skills for the peers. The consideration does not differ too much from what we understand as “traditional” service [17]. These services are human-centered processes in which value is co-created by the interaction of two or more actors (i.e., individuals or organizations) [18]. At the same time, the notion of smart service considers the value co-creation between humans and smart products [18], also strongly depending on the context of a learner. On the one hand side, the in-use value for the learner is created by having a better support within the learning process (i.e., the right learning material in the right time). On the other side, the consideration of context factors can enhance the in-used value for the organizations due to a deeper understanding of their work processes as well as fast and high-quality trainings.

Directly intertwined is context, which in general can be defined as “any information that can be used to characterize the situation of an entity. An entity is a person or object that is considered relevant to the interaction between a user and an application, including the user and the application themselves” [19]. Oftentimes, possible context factors in learning processes are difficult to determine because the amount of factors can be very large [11, 20]. Thus, various authors develop frameworks to grasp the context within the environmental situation and to reduce the number of context factors [11, 21, 22]. However, as Hong et al. [23] mentioned, the context is often not sufficiently taken into account in the development of artifacts and models. Therefore, possible context factors should be considered by the design of smart learning services.

Viewing the learning process as a service process can help to understand how the consideration of context factors can enhance the learning in TML. By using smart products, a broad spectrum of information can be collected within the learning process by the sensors of the product as well as through user input. The information about the condition of the context factors can serve as a basis for high-quality learning services [24]. By using smart products, the sensors can capture the context factors that occur at the time of measurement. Moreover, these smart products can make decisions independently and thus reduce the effort of the learning process [20]. Therefore, we define smart learning services as the usage of smart products to consider context factors within learning services.
3 Methodology

The research design and method of this study are based on an understanding that context factors in learning systems can help to improve the learning process in TML. The connection to service systems can help to understand the effect of these factors on the value co-creation in smart learning systems [17, 25]. That is why it is important to conceptualize a smart learning system that can respond to the context of the learner to understand how this connection affects the learning process. In order to review the current literature, our methodology follows the literature review process of Webster and Watson [9], which comprises the steps of finding, coding, selection, and an analyzing process in a structured way. To clarify our research scope, we used the taxonomy suggested by Cooper [26]. The research scope can be seen in table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Focus</th>
<th>Research Methods</th>
<th>Research Outcome</th>
<th>Theories</th>
<th>Practices or Applications</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Goal</td>
<td>Integration</td>
<td>Criticism</td>
<td>Identification of Central Issues</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Organization</td>
<td>Historical</td>
<td>Conceptual</td>
<td>Methodological</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perspective</td>
<td>Neutral Representation</td>
<td>Espousal of Position</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Audience</td>
<td>Specialized Scholars</td>
<td>General</td>
<td>Practitioners</td>
<td>Public</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coverage</td>
<td>Exhaustive</td>
<td>Exhaustive with selective Citation</td>
<td>Representative</td>
<td>Central</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In our review, we focus on the outcome of the articles in order to identify the central issues. Due to the conceptual character of our research, it is intended for specialized scholars and practitioners in the field of smart learning systems.

3.1 Identification of Literature

The identification of the relevant research papers for our review follows the research process by Vom Brocke et al. [10], which includes the development of search strings, the consideration of databases, a backward and forward search, and a deep analysis of the identified sources. During the search process, we focused on different smart learning approaches like mobile learning or other smart devices. For this purpose, we used databases that cover interdisciplinary research streams and provide access to peer-reviewed journals and renowned conferences [9]. These databases are EBSCO, ProQuest, ScienceDirect, ACM, Taylor & Francis, Wiley Online Library and AISeL. We researched contributions between 2000 and 2018 within IS and none-IS outlets in order to address knowledge from different disciplines, like educational and psychological research. To identify the relevant literature, we used the following search string \{(e OR mobile OR workplace OR blended OR vocational) AND (learning OR training) AND (context)\}. Within the search process, we found 507 papers, whereby 41 were identified as relevant for the study. Moreover, we conducted a backward and forward search to identify other relevant literature for the study.
As Webster and Watson [9] suggested, we organized the structuring process of the literature in two steps. In the first step, we read the title, abstract and key words of every paper. Within this process, we eliminated papers that have no relation to context factors, learning systems and duplicate findings. In this step, 353 paper were discarded. In the second step, we conducted a full text read. Thereby, we paid particular attention to examining the influence of contextual factors on learning processes and systems. Because the literature regarding context factors in learning systems is not yet well developed, articles from areas such as adult and youth education were also included.

3.2 Analyzing and Structuring the Literature

The structuring process of the literature follows the process suggested by Webster and Watson [9] for the categorization of literature. The categorization was conducted in an iterative process. The analyzing and structuring strategy was implemented in a two-step approach. In the first step, the literature was analyzed to find categorization models for context factors in various domains. In the second step, these context factors were analyzed regarding their effect on the learning process and system.

4 Results

In the first step, we divided the findings of the context factors into four different context types along the recommendations given by Kim and Kim [21], Zhao et al. [22] and Zheng and Yano [11]. After that step, we allocate the context factors found in the literature to the context types. Next, the context factors were selected, which were mentioned at least three times in the literature and had a significant effect on the learning process. This characterization can be seen in Table 4.

4.1 Personal Context Factors

Personal context includes factors that are directly related to the learner itself [27], like their age or gender. In the context of learning systems, five relevant personal context factors are mentioned in the literature.

Internal context describes factors that are related to internal conditions of the learner. In this category, we identified gender, age and previous knowledge as the most influencing factors on the learning process [28–30]. There are lot of different approaches that examine the effect of gender and age on learning success or motivation in e-learning [28, 29, 31]. Regarding the effects of gender on the learning process, Diep et al. [32] examine differences in the perceived learning benefits and the predictive value altruism as a measure of the performance expectancy in terms of their effect on adult learners’ online participation. In their results, they found that female learners prefer written communication during the learning process and male learners prefer verbal communication. Hence, we suggest that gender-adapted communication would lead to an improvement in the interaction between actors and thus to an improvement in the co-creation potential. The literature regarding the influence of age on the
communication and the behavior of learners in TML is still unclear [28, 33]. For example, Ke and Kwak [33] found no difference in the interaction between different age groups in online environments. Previous knowledge is one of the most examined context factors for trainings [34]. There are various approaches investigating the influence of previous knowledge on the learning process [30, 35]. This is not surprising, since the adaptation of the learning content on the knowledge level of the learner is an important prerequisite for successful learning.

External context factors mentioned effects of external conditions on the learning process [21]. Thereby, three external context factors could be identified in the literature review: movement [12, 36], availability [37] and location [38]. Movement indicates whether the learning process takes place when the learner is in motion [21, 36]. In the learning process, a person who is in motion can fulfil less complex learning tasks than persons who are not in motion [39]. Availability describes the possibility of a learner to perform a particular action [36]. Depending on the type of smart product, a certain interaction with it is necessary for the learning process. For example, when using a smartphone, sometimes the usage of both hands is necessary to fulfil the learning tasks [21]. The last context factor in the group of external context factors is location. Location describes the position of the learner [36]. With information about the location of a learner, specific learning content can be used during the learning process.

Table 2: Context Factor in Learning Processes (following the assumptions by Kim et al. [21])

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Main Category</th>
<th>Sub Category</th>
<th>Context Factors</th>
<th>Definition of Context Factors</th>
<th>Example Source</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Personal context</td>
<td>Internal context</td>
<td>Gender</td>
<td>Describes the gender of the actor.</td>
<td>[29]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Age</td>
<td>Describes the age of the actor.</td>
<td>[28]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Previous knowledge</td>
<td>Describes the skills and knowledge of an actor regarding a working process.</td>
<td>[29]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>External context</td>
<td>Availability</td>
<td>Describes the possibility of an actor to interact with the system (i.e., with hands).</td>
<td>[36]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Movement</td>
<td>Describes if the actor is currently moving from one position to another</td>
<td>[12]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Location</td>
<td>Describes the position of the actor.</td>
<td>[38]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Environmental context</td>
<td>Physical context</td>
<td>Visual distraction</td>
<td>Describes factors that distract the actor through visual stimuli.</td>
<td>[40]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Auditory distraction</td>
<td>Describes factors that distract the actor through auditory stimuli.</td>
<td>[40]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Social context</td>
<td>Interaction with Supervisors</td>
<td>Describes if the actor communicates with their supervisor(s).</td>
<td>[41]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Interaction with Peers</td>
<td>Describes if the actor communicates with their peers.</td>
<td>[49]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Co-Location</td>
<td>Describes how crowded the actor’s immediate environment is.</td>
<td>[48]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
4.2 Environmental Context Factors

Environmental context includes factors that correlate to the learners’ environment [11]. We distinguish between physical context factors, which describe effects related to physical aspects of the environment during the learning process, and, social context factors, which describe effects related to social contacts during the learning process.

In the literature, two factors in particular can be assigned to the subcategory of physical context: Visual and auditory distraction [38, 40]. These factors describe the distraction that the learner experiences through sounds or movements in their environment. For example, the training in production is often organized close to the workplace. In these in-process learning situations, distractions such as noise pollution occur [40] that distract learners and limit the usage of smart devices for learning processes.

In the sub category of social context, there are two important factors that should be mentioned: The interaction with supervisors and the interaction with peers [37]. The supervisor is the central contact person for every employee in the company [42] in the event of problems or questions regarding the work process or social problems between employees. On the other hand, peers are one of the most important information sources for new employees [43] because peers have the same status and (almost) the same level of knowledge. Moreover, the relationship between peers is based on a different standard than the one with the supervisor [22]. At the same time, feedback is available faster from peers than from supervisors [43]. However, peers are not experts, so the recommendations from colleagues are not as professional as those from supervisors [22, 43]. Another important social context factor is co-location [21, 44]. Garcia-Cabot et al. [38] define co-location as the number of other people in the learner’s environment. These people can disturb the learner during the process and influence their behavior within the learning process [21].

4.3 Value Co-Creation in Smart Learning

To facilitate theory development, as Hong et al. [23] suggests, we develop in the following a conceptual model that provides actionable advice on how context factors in smart learning can be considered. The aim of the model is, on the one hand, to better understand the co-creation process in smart learning systems. On the other hand, we want to explain how context factors can be taken into account to enhance this process.

Smart learning systems can enable value co-creation by taking context factors of all actors into account [15]. Learning processes are characterized by an exchange of knowledge and skills between learners, organizations and learning systems (see figure 1). For example, by taking the learner’s previous knowledge into account, it is possible to offer appropriate learning content for the learning process. The coordinated learning content enables the learner to actively participate in the learning process and thereby promotes exchanges between the learner, the learning system and the teacher. This reciprocal learning process is controlled by smart learning products [45]. Therefore, all
actors acquire knowledge and skills through the context adaptation of the system. In our model, we distinguish central learners from organizational learners. The central learner can be defined as the learning person, for example, a new employee. Organizational learners are persons who act as a teacher for the central learner. This includes peers and supervisors. Both actors interact through the smart learning system. For this purpose, they use smart products, which can measure the condition of context factors through their sensors. Through this interaction, learners can work on learning objectives and teachers can develop their pedagogical skills. By explaining the work process to the learner, the supervisor and peers gain new insights about it because they can analyze the process from a completely different perspective. This increases the value of the learning system both for the learner, who can do work better with learning materials and feedback adapted to context, and for the supervisor, who can train his employees faster and more purposefully.

Value is created within the smart learning co-creation process through the interaction between the learners as well as with the learning system [17, 46]. Therefore, the consideration of context factors must be taking place on the side of the central learner as well as on the side of the organizational learners. In order to take these considerations into account, we implement context factors on both sides of the model. As already mentioned, the actors use smart products to interact with each other. The smart product uses the built-in sensors and the data input by the actor to adapt the learning interface. With these data, the smart learning system can adapt automatically to a variety of context factors, i.e., internal context factors like previous knowledge or external factors like location.

Following these assumptions, we conceptualize our value co-creation framework to explain how context can enhance this process. To conceptualize our smart learning service model, we use the foundation provided by Beverungen et al. [25] to explain how value within the co-creation can be created. For this purpose, we use the smart products as boundary objects that integrate resources and activities from the learner and the organization. The functions of the smart product are a basic condition for the acquisition of context factors. For instance, in industry production processes, many sensors are used to record the condition of a machine in order to draw conclusions about its performance and identify problems at an early stage [47]. To describe the functions of the smart product in detail, we use the framework by Porter and Heppelmann [8] to explain the capabilities of smart products in the learning process. To describe the effects of context factors within this system, we adapted these capabilities for the affordances of the context consideration in the learning process. The value co-creation framework can be seen in Figure 1.

After the explanation of the building blocks of the model, we now illustrate how learning processes in these smart learning systems are enabled and shaped by considering context factors. In order to better understand the learning process, we will explain it using an example from the digitalized production. On the one hand, we use this example, since in digitalized production processes, the need for upskilling on the job is particularly high. On the other hand, the use of smart learning systems is most widespread [48].
I. Collecting and monitoring: The learning process requires metadata of the actors in the system. Due to the data input of the learner, the system receives information about several context factors of the person. For example, the smart learning system gets information about *internal context* factors (age and gender) (I.). This collection of information about context factors using the data input from users is an easy possibility to adapt the learning system to the context of the learner. Oftentimes, the previous knowledge is also collected through the input of the learner [11], e.g., initial assessments. This collection of the previous knowledge directly by the learners makes sense because the (in-) direct measurement of this context factor via sensors would be very costly or impossible, e.g., collecting information about failures. The information from the sensors and the user is also used to get information about the *physical and external context*. In the digitalized industry scenario, the auditory distraction can be measured by the sensors [12]. Other information, like the interaction with peers or supervisors, is gained from the data input by the employee itself. For instance, the employee uses a Amazon Alexa to call for support from colleagues when he needs assistance and has not time to call them.

II. Optimization and Adjustment: In our smart learning service model, we distinguish two information flows at the corporate level. First, the collected and monitored information by the smart product can be directly used to adapt the learning environment (II./IV.), especially with the help of artificial intelligence approaches. Second, the information can be used to optimize the content for the learner and for the adjustment of the learning interface (II.). In the following, we will describe the process of optimization and adjustment. Smart learning systems enable supervisors and peers to monitor the learning process of their employees (II). Therefore, learning systems create value for the peers and the supervisor by giving them a detailed overview of the learning process of the employee. This gives the opportunity to optimize the learning process to
the requirements of the teacher and the learner. Teachers (peers and supervisor) can plan their teaching in more detail and learners are enabled to better organize their learning process [41].

III. Control, assistant and content: In production processes, certain documentation about learning processes is necessary. Thereby, knowledge about certain context factors within learning systems can help to increase the transparency of learning processes and reduce the burden of documentation. Moreover, this transparent organization of the learning process enables the opportunity to optimize the affordances of the learner in the learning process. The adaption simplifies the handling of the learning content and environment (III) and improves the knowledge acquisition of the employees [41]. Hence, it can provide the learner with possible solutions for problems, which in turn prevent the learner from experiencing frustration with seemingly unsolvable tasks [49].

II./IV. Context-adapted environment: Based on the context factors determined, the learning system can adapt the learning interface to these factors. Depending on whether this adjustment takes place automatically (II./IV.) or by data input from the learner (II./IV.), learning interfaces can be adapted. Bentley et al. [50], for example, developed a healthcare application that adapts automatically to the location and time context. Nonetheless, other context adaptions are also possible when simply looking at the learning approach used. Research for instance suggests that some learners might be more advanced learners and, thus, they might need and receive other support measures during their learning process [51].

V. Analysis and Adjustment: The condition of context factors have also an impact to other service providers, also described as value-in-context in complex service ecosystems [52]. Thereby, knowledge about these factors offers the opportunity to create better and more appropriate learning opportunities for the company and the learner itself. Service providers could relate to external providers (for example in the context of industrial services a special-purpose machinery), who could provide analysis guidance in developing the smart learning product (for instance a training for the maintenance of a robot). Internal providers for example could simply include internal IT departments providing infrastructure services in a university of company but also other internal services such as quality management.

5 Discussion

Our study shows the need for a deeper consideration of context factors in the learning system. As shown in our model, considering the learning process in TML as a service system has several advantages. First, this view allows us to explain how the consideration of context factors in the learning process can create value for learners and teachers. Second, this allows us to explain the role of smart products in the perception of context factors in learning processes. Third, this view helps to explain how the condition of context factors is recorded in the learning system and how smart products can be used to take these factors into account. Below, we discuss the theoretical and practical contributions our study results provide.
5.1 Theoretical Implications

Our paper makes several contributions to the existing body of literature. When answering our first research aim, we identified context factors in learning processes and frameworks to structure these factors. We contribute to TML research in particular by providing a framework to structure context factors in training situations. By using the foundation provided by Kim and Kim [21], we developed a categorization to structure the identified context factors. Overall, we were able to identify 11 context factors for four categories. By means of this study, we are able to explain which context factors have an influence on learning processes in TML. Thus, we offer a foundation for the development of smart context-sensitive learning systems. Therefore, we enrich the existing body of literature by adding and sharpening dimensions for context factors in TML approaches.

Additionally, we contribute to the body of literature by describing the learning process in TML as a service system. As pointed out by Söllner et al. [6], TML should deliver a high-quality process that is well designed and integrates technologies into the learning process. Through the consideration of the TML learning process as a service system, we were able to explain how and where context factors influence the system. For this, we used the smart product model introduced by Beverungen et al. [25] to explain how context factors in a smart learning system can be measured to capture the current condition of learners and their environment. By means of our model, we help to explain how value is created within smart learning systems. In addition, we highlight that, during the learning process, both learners and teachers receive value through the interaction within the smart learning system. Therefore, we enrich the existing body of literature by explaining how smart learning systems can improve this interaction between learners, peers and supervisors. Moreover, by using our model, we are able to explain when an independent reaction of the smart learning system to context factors is conceivable and how these interactions in the service system create value.

5.2 Practical Implications

Due to the multitude of emerging digital learning systems in trainings, our paper aids practitioners to identify relevant factors in the learning process for later consideration within a learning system (see table 2). Moreover, we can help educational service providers to develop smart learning services, which are not only tailored to the needs of the company itself but also to the needs of the individual learner. Thereby, we show how the consideration of context factors can enhance the value of such smart learning systems from educational service providers. In particular, we help practitioners in the industry context to understand how the consideration of context can enhance the learning process in their learning systems. Concerning our results, practitioners deploying smart learning services should heavily concentrate on the structure of the service system to understand how context factors in the system can enhance the value co-creation.
6 Limitations, Future Research, and Conclusion

We acknowledge several limitations to our research, which then underline the need for future research. We investigated a conceptual model for smart learning services. For this purpose, we used the results from a literature review to develop a model to explain how context can be considered within the learning system. Therefore, we suggest operationalizing and evaluating this conceptual model using existing context-sensitive smart learning systems by utilizing the proposed linkages. The theoretical propositions proposed in our model should be operationalized in future research and, on the one hand, used for analyzing different smart learning services in order to test the linkages of the model considerations. On the other hand, the proposed flows in the model can inform the design of smart learning services, especially when trying to specifically incorporate different contextual measures to improve the overall service system.

In conclusion, our paper presents a conceptual model for smart learning service systems that take context factors into account. We therefore enrich the body of literature in the context of TML design that utilize smart products in the center of learning systems. For this purpose, we conducted a literature review with the aim to identify relevant context factors within the learning process of trainings. At the same time, we identified several existing context frameworks. With the usage of this characterization, we adapted the model introduced by Beverungen [25] to explain learning service systems that use smart products to consider context factors within learning processes. Therefore, we can explicite how context factors in such a system should be considered to develop a high-quality learning system.
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